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Edward P. Lee 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

University of California 
Berkeley, California 94720 

Abstract 

The High Temperature Experiment (HTE) is 
intended to produce temperatures of 50-100 eV in solid 
density targets driven by heavy ion beams from a multiple 
beam induction linac [1]. The fundamental variables 
(particle species, energy, number of beamlets, current and 
pulse length) must be fixed to achieve the temperature at 
minimum cost, subject to criteria of technical feasibility 
and relevance to the development of a Fusion Driver. The 
conceptual design begins with an assumed (radiation
limited) target temperature and uses limitations due to 
particle range, beamlet perveance, and target disassembly 
to bound the allowable values of mass number (A) and 
energy (E). An accelerator model is then applied to 
determine the minimum length accelerator, which is a guide 
to total cost. The accelerator model takes into account 
limits on transportable charge, maximum gradient, core 
mass per linear meter, and head-to-tail momentum 
variation within a pulse. 

For specified target temperature, T, spot size r 
and beamlet number N, the particle energy E must lie 
above a cr~tical value which only weakly depends on A 
(Ecrit ex A· ). The minimum length accelerator is 
associated with the high mass end of this line, determined 
by a condition on range in the target. Singly charged 
potassium ions with E = 132 MeV are a good match to an 
80 eV temperature. 

Target Model 

The heated target is taken to be a cylinder of 
felted Aluminum (p ~ .1 gm/cm ) with diameter and length 
equal to the diameter of a focussed beamlet (see Fig. 1). 
The heating equation for the target is 

HTE Target 

P8 TAMPER TO REDUCE ~ 
/HYDRODYNAMIC LOSSES ~ 

INCIDENT 

ION-BEAMLETS 

"-(~~ 
EPOSITING IONS IN LOW DENSITY (p-,QS GM/C113) MATERIAL REDUCES 

CONVERSION TO LONGITUDINAL HYDRODYNAMIC MOTION AND EN-SURES THAT 
THE INTERNAL TEMPERATURE CAN BE READILY OBSERVED 

Fig. 1. 
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de S-aT
4 

dt = -R- ( 1 ) 

where e ex TL5 is specific energy, S is beam irradiance, 
and R is particle range. For final temperature 
Tf"='50-100eV, forward emitted radiation is the dominant 
mechanism for energy loss, so the irradiance is set high 
enough to achieve a balance: 

- 4 - ( Tf )4 _IIi 
S - aTf - 55.8 eV cm2 · (2) 

To reach this temperature the specific energy e(T f) must 
be supplied. This condition defines a scale time for heating 
( T H) , which we set equal to the beam pulse length 

T 
p 

3 e(Tf) R 
= T =-

H 2 T 4 
a f 

(3) 

When the time (TH) is reached the temperature equals 96% 
of Tf, and the beam pulse ends. For further details of this 
model see ref. [2]. 

It is clear that a reduction in range (measured in 
gm/cm2) allows a reduction in T p , which could lead to a 
savings in accelerator cost. A lower limit on range, 
R = .004 gm/cm2, is imposed here because stripping of 
beam ions in the target would otherwise be very incomplete 
and the energy deposition would not resemble that of fusion 
driver; the significance of HTE would be diminished. The 
ions considered for HTE have mass numbers A "" 10 to 50 
and energy E "" 40 to 200 MeV. A good formula for the 
range of these ions in heated Aluminum is 

3/2 2 2 R = .004 (EMeV)/A (gm/cm ) (4) 

A second target-related feature which limits the 
choice of beam parameters is target disassembly. If heating 
is too slow then there is time for the felted Al to extrude 
forwards from its enclosure as an expansion wave (see 
Fig. 2). A criterion for avoiding target degradation by this 
mechanism is that the pulse length be shorter than twice the 
time required for a sound wave to reach the backside of the 
(half) heated target cylinder. Hence we define a 
disassembly time 

= 2r ""(5790 ns) 2 rem 
'o cs ~Tf (Z*+l) 

(5) 

where Z* is the final target ionization state (at Tf), and 
the criterion is 

'p<2-r 0 . (6) 

*This was supported by the Office of Energy Research, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, U.S. Department of Energy under 
Contract OE-AC03-76SF00098. 
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Fig. 2. 

Perveance Condition 

A third constraint which restricts beam parameters 
is the allowable perveance (per beamlet) in the final focus 
and transport zone. This is a limit on the . line charge or 
current whiCh can be precisely aimed and focussed. We 
define perveance per beamlet as 

2 I 
K = o 

0 B3 A(3lxl06 Amp) 
(7) 

If K is sufficiently large (» 10-4) then a high degree of 
neutralization must be present during final transport to 
achieve the desired small spot radius on the target. In this 
situation the focal system is designed with compensation for 
high current effects, but it then is sensitive to moderate 
variations of current within a pulse. A rough criterion is 
adopted here: 

(8) 

which corresponds to a required charge neutralization 
fraction f e L. • 7 in final transport, assuming the beam let 
cone angle 1s at the aberration limit e = 20 mr. 

The perveance condition is readily converted to a 
condition on T, E, A and N by substituting from Eq. (2) 
for S = NEI

0
11rr2 and B = (2 E/mc2)112. 

Boundaries in the (A,E) Plane 

The limits placed on range, disassembly time and 
perveance may be written respectively 

E3/2 
-2- > 1.0 , 

A 
(9) 

( 10) 

(11) 

where the units of E, T f, and r are MeV, eV and em. 
The allowed zone of the E, A plane is shown in Fig. (3) for 
T f = 80 eV, along with the computed pulse length on the 

high and low A boundaries. An extremely significant point 
is that A can be increased through a large range of values 
along the perveance dominated boundary with only a small 
increase in E [note (d log E)/(d log A) = 1/5]. A 
consequence is that a short pulse length and low total pulse 
energy W can be realized with high A, with only a small 
penalty in increased E. The low cost accelerator systems 
are expected to correspond to short pulse lengths, provided 
the match to pulsed power technology is feasible. 
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Fig. 3. Energy and mass number boundaries for an AI 
target heated to 80 eV. The high A are excluded 
by shortness of range, low A are excluded by 
target disassembly, and low E are excluded by the 
perveance condition. 

Accelerator Model 

Target heating considerations and the perveance 
limit provide a range of mass numbers and energies 
available to reach a specified final temperature. From 
these parameters, and a spot size (r "" .I em estimated 
from chromatic effects), we can calculate the total charge 
delivered by the accelerator system. These final beam 
parameters, along with several stipulated accelerator 
features can be used to determine the minimum accelerator 
length, which is a guide to total cost. 

Total length ( ZA) is minimized by initial injection 
at a high kinetic energy; we adopt the value E 0 = 2 MeV in 
all examples. At this energy, the maximum transportable 
line charge density is about .095 pC/m in an electrostatic 
alternating gradient lattice filled to half aperture (3]. For 
an assumed number of beamlets (N) we can then calculate 
the length of the initial pulse i

0 
(in meters). 

Acceleration is carried out at the highest gradient 
consistent with the following considerations, which 
dominate in the given order as energy increases: 

" ' 



a. The velocity tilt at any given position ( z) 
does not exceed llB/B = .2. Higher values 
result in an expanded pulse tail which 
exceeds the aperture criterion. 

b. The product of gradient and pulse length 
does not exceed ilm = .45 (V-s)/m. This is 
imposed to keep induction core mass per 
meter within reasonable bounds. 

c. The maximum gradient is 8m = .43 MV/m, 
characteristic of long pulse LIA systems. 

For short pulse lengths, corresponding to the upper 
limits on mass number, the accelerator length is dominated 
by a combination of flux (ilm) and gradient (8..,) limited 
zones. However for low values of A, the pulse i~"very long 
(R,0 - 100 m) and the flux limited zone becomes large. 
Table I gives a summary of these calculations. 

CASE 1: Tf ~ 100 ev, s ~ 10.3 TW/cm2, p .324 TW 

A E (MeV) 'p (ns) w (kJ) £ o (m) ZA (m) 

50 185. 7.25 2.35 8.37 453 
30 167. 15.6 5.05 19.9 509 
11 136. 69.9 22.6 109. 1573 

CASE 2: Tf ~ 80 ev, s 4.23 TW/cm , p ~ . 133 TW 

36 121. 12.9 1. 72 9.33 307 
23 111. 25.3 3.35 19.9 361 
11 95.4 76.2 10.1 69.7 863 

CASE 3: Tf ~ 60 ev, s 1.34 TW/crn, p .0420 TW 

24 70.4 26.5 1.11 10.4 193 
17 65.7 44.4 1.87 18.7 235 
10 59.1 98.2 4.13 45.9 461 

Table l. Major system parameters are tabulated. For each 
value of T f• three points in the (A, E) plane are 
examined. These points lie on the maximum 
perveance line, with the largest value of A close 
to the minimum range boundary and the smallest 
value of A close to the disassembly boundary. In 
all cases we assume N ~ 16 and r =.I em. 

Conclusions 

This HTE study has identified the following 
significant points, which guide the selection of major 
parameters: 

I. Multiple beamlets are needed to keep the 
final perveance and initial pulse length 
within reasonable bounds. 

2. High mass ions match short pulse lengths 
and ranges, with a small penalty in 
increased energy. A lower bound on pulse 
length (T ex: Rr-512) is found in this limit. 

p 

3. Low mass ions match long pulse lengths with 
a small decrease in kinetic energy. Target 
disassembly is important for low T f. 

4. Emittance does not determine spot size if a 
high brightness source is available, and 
there is no emittance dilution during 
acceleration. 

5. A simple accelerator model gives reasonable 
agreement with more detailed HTE 
reference designs [4). 
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